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Student Apartment

Seattle
One Bedroom Apartment
Kaplan Aspect can arrange student housing
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in apartments – all in great locations near
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the Kaplan Aspect Seattle school. This offer
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consists of fully furnished one bedroom
apartments in Seattle or neighbouring areas.
The apartments provide a bed, linens, a closet
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and a desk or table for study. All apartments
are within a short distance of public
transportation and a short bus ride of Kaplan
Aspect Seattle school. Availability is limited,
so apply early!

CAPITOL HILL
SPACE NEEDLE

SEATTLE
Vermont Inn: 2721 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98121
Bellmont Inn: 2301 3rd. Avenue, Seattle, WA 98121
Mediterranean Inn: 425 Queen Anne Avenue North, Seattle, WA 98109
Bellevue: 225 112th Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA 98004

Mediterranean Inn

www.kaplanaspect.com
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seattle, apartment one bedroom

Student Apartment One Bedroom Seattle

Belltown Inn bedroom

Belltown Inn public deck

Mediterranean Inn lobby

Mediterranean Inn bedroom

Vermont Inn lobby

Vermont Inn room

Accommodation details
Type of accommodation
Single bedroom apartment with private
bath and kitchen.

Meals
The apartments are self catering with
cooking facilities available.

Kitchen/cooking facilities
Students will have their own kitchen in
the apartment with basic dishes and
utensils. Appliances can vary based on
size and price of apartment. Because the
apartments are located right in the heart
of downtown, there are many places
nearby to eat. Seattle has many different
food choices, so students will not be
lacking for places to eat. Also, they are
close to the Pike Place Market and can
pick up fresh food from the vendors
there.

Rooms
Furnished with a bed, linens, a closet
and a desk or table for study. In one
bedroom apartment accommodation, the
bedroom and living room are separate.

Bathrooms

Utilities

Bed linen and towels

Electricity, gas and water are included in
the accommodation fee. The Electrical
Current is 110/120 volts. Students from
some countries will require a transformer
or adaptor.

Bed linens and towels will be provided by
the apartment. Students are responsible
for washing their own linens. Some
studios have cleaning services once per
week, included in the cost of rent. In
others, students are required to keep the
apartment clean.

Internet and phone
Apartments come with internet and
phone access already provided. Students
need to pay a monthly fee of between
$30 and $60 per month for this,
depending on the level of service they
require. Wireless is also available.

Laundry
Most apartments have laundry facilities
within the building that students can use.
Cost is generally $2.00 per load.

Security and keys
Students will be provided with a key to
the apartment when they check in. These
apartments have controlled access to the
buildings and students must have keys
to get in. There are no security codes.
Security guards will patrol on a regular
basis around the neighbourhoods, but
usually only at night.

Deposit
Refundable deposit applicable. Amount
varies with each apartment building.

Visitors
Visitors are allowed during the day. To
arrange for an overnight stay, please
contact the front desk.

Noise and restrictions
Students are requested to be considerate
to their neighbours and keep noise levels
to a minimum, especially after 10pm.

Availability
The Apartment Studio is available all year
round. Minimum age is 18.

There is a private bathroom in each suite
with a tub, shower, sink and toilet.

www.kaplanaspect.com
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